Garden Rescue Contract
We are excited to help you with your garden project. Garden Rescue is perfect
for smaller projects where you want experts to do the work. Perfect for existing
yards that simply need refreshing, weeding, pruning, or a new touch. We can
install that tree, make or enlarge a new bed, remove an old shrub and put in a
replacement and much more. We will meet with you and provide our
recommendations as the first step of the Rescue.
We charge $75/person/hr for consultation, labor & delivery of material. If we are
paid in full in 7 days by check, we reduce that fee to $60/person/hr. Other
contractors may be paid directly…for example concrete lawn edging, irrigation
companies, or other specialty services.
We will deliver/install plant material for the project: we use only Tower Perennial
plants/pottery. We need you present to approve the plants upon delivery. We
are happy to make adjustments, but all sales are final when we leave the site
since we can't take returns or sell "used" plants.
Chemical application is done with a $75 additional fee (with some limitations).
Please specify your total budget for the project (max. limit): ________________
If we know the amount available, we won't exceed that and will discuss a
change if we know your goals are not possible within budget.
Deposit paid: _________________ We will specify the amount needed, if any,
given the scope of the job and costs anticipated.

_________________________
Signature

___________
date

____________________________________________
Printed Name
By signing, I accept the terms above. Projects out of Spokane may require additional fees. Projects requiring multiple meetings with
landscapers or homeowners may require additional fees under some circumstances. Failure to pay for plant material or consultation
work performed within 30 days may lead to repossession of the products, liens against the property, reports to credit bureaus, legal
action at the customer’s cost to whatever extent deemed necessary, turning over to collection, interest due at the highest allowable

rates. Any deposit is nonrefundable and goes to cover the design consultation if the project is not pursued in 12 months or is canceled
by the signee. A 90 day guarantee is offered on plants given regular care/water. There is no guarantee against mechanical damage,
including deer browsing, nor for chemical damage.

WA Contractor License: towerpg903mt

